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The Mines Branch 

,s a wealth and variety of mineral  re
-ch  give the country increasing 

industrial nation but its progress is 
the development efforts and research 

it.ilization of the specific minera is. 
activities of the Mines Branch are 

the challenge. They are concerned 
ing, production, utilization, and mar- 

ii•i.cla's ores, minerals, fuels and their 

has its main laboratories in Ottawa 
Mberta and Nova Scotia. 

. -Klustry takes in five fields of 
iive divisions: Mineral 

Processing, the proc ,, ing ot metallic and non-metallic 
es and the techruiliiL y and utilizatiorr-of industrial 

Extraction Metallurgy, with emphasis on 
Tevelop cheaper methods of ore treatment: 

Mineii Sdences, covering the fields of analytical 
mineralogy,  phy 

:IdH:Tacer science; Fuels and Mining l'rai ticEt, th  
lnic development and 	 I H,1 

(c- -; and investigations of trini 
iiiderground stresses; and Physic,d Metal- 

ing all phases of physical  met:  H u i 
d engineering. 

work is of a twofold nature: I) 
• , (•,o - ( h and technical services to assist in- 

dustry, the Department of National Defence, and 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited in solving im-
mediate problems related to metals, minerals and 
fuels, and 2) fundamental or creative research which 
looks to the future needs of industry. In the light 
of the rapid pace of industrial development the 
Branch plans a much greater concentration of effort 
on long-term and basic investigations which will 
range over the fields of complex ores, potential new 
mineral products from Canadian sources, fuels tech-
nology, and metals for use in new alloys possessing 
strength at high temperatures. 

In the national interest, the Branch undertakes 
necessary development work on ores, industrial miner-
als, and fuels, and on the technological problems of 
the metal-producing industries. It does much of its 
work at the specific .  rciiiie-,1 ,,f industry. Also, if it is 
in the national inter est. it pui in itS a private company 
to conduct experinienial w,)rk in its laboratories. It 

Ii(iwcy(T, 	I iciiiiittn discourage requests for 
;r, vays by maintaining charges slightly 

;W ) \ f: sca In of charges for these particular services 
!)y uonimercial laboratories. 

The Canadian mineral industry is forging rapidly 
ahead. The extent to which Canada realizes the value 
of its great mineral potential depends largely upon 
the extent to which it makes use of the key to this 
wealth — research. 
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MINERAL 

PROCESSING 

Engineers carry out flotation 
tests on copper-nickel ores. 

qee 

Mill foreman adjusts 
the impact crusher be-
fore starting to crush 
an iron ore from north-
ern Ontario. 

Bali  mills ore used to 
grind practically oll 
Conadion ores. They 
are also used for re-
search to arrive at the 
most efficient grinding 

methods. 

ETALS and minerals must be won economically 
from ores in the best interests of industry and of 

mineral conservation. 

The Mineral Processing Division is primarily con-
cerned with the development of economical methods 
of processing Canadian ores and minerais and with 
carrying out research into ways and means of improv-
ing present processes to make operations more profit-
able. It works with all types of Canadian ores, metallic 
and non-metallic. In the latter field, it carries out 
tests, research and investigational work on industrial 
minerals, including water for industrial purposes. 

The Division is completely equipped to carry out 

laboratory and pilot-plant investigations lw crushing, 
grinding, gravity concentration, sink ii(1 float separa-

tion (heavy media), magnetic ccmcentration, eieciro-

static concentration, tliaalgamation, n:anidat;on, flo-
tation, and roasting. 

Because of the wide variety of ores received for 
testing and investigation, divisional mineral-dressing 

engineers must be adept at adapting mineral-dressing 

techniques to the beneficiation of ores in order to be 

able to devise the wide variety of treatment methods 

called for. From laboratory studies, they determine 

what problems are likely to arise during the pro-

cessing of an ore, work these out., report fully on their 
tests, and suggest a flow sheet to the company con- 



A large percentage of the wide variety of ores received for 
investigation  are  iron ores with a resultant high demand for 
magnetic concentration tests. 

The infrosirer is on important aid in investigations on complex 
ores. It splits the minus ?MO-mesh fractions into seven parts, 
varying from minus 74 to minus 10 microns. 

4 

Froth flotation is by far the most widely used method of 
mineral beneficiation. An engineer tests a flotation procedure 
on an ore from a copper-zinc property in western Quebec. 

cerned. The company is then in a position to deter-
mine the design of its new plant and the amount of 
capital outlay necessary to bring the property into 
production. Apart from ore examination and testing, 
the Division handles an average of 95 mineral-dressing 
investigations annually on both metallic and non-
metallic ores. 

The bulk of the ores received for testing and in-
vestigational work in recent years have been non-
ferrous base metal and iron ores. However, many of 
Canada's gold mines, which are sandwiched between 
rising costs and a fixed price for gold, have also sought 
technical assistance in an effort to reduce their costs 
and improve their metallurgy. In the period 1954-58 
alone, the Division accepted and successfully com-
pleted over 40 requests for investigations on gold ores. 
In the 19;0's, it was the Division's outstanding work 
on the development of processes for the treatment 
of many of the gold ores of the Kirkland Lake and 
other camps that helped to spell work and prosperity 
for gold- in ining areas when the rcst of the Canadian 
economy  was  battling the de1)re1 0. 

'Today, perhaps the Divisi(m's most  exten,ive 
work ', II  meta]] 	ewes concerns the uolli•ent 1•;;I. ion ij 

]()%\ v- gntde iri)11 i,iis. Can;tekt 	',.;) Cat. l(oll1):‘geS 

low-grade con( f.ntraiing iron ores. - 1 . 1u.-,e have gained 
much 1,,,p(iL i rity uitiu  hr sled Indust] because the 
use of belief iciatcd ores has made possible an increase 
of as much a•.; 20 per cent in blast furnace output. 

The Division, for instance, ran pilot-plant tests 
on material from iron ore depositsfn the Ungava area 
ol (kttebec. These deposits are of interest because of 
Ihe availability of markets in Europe through water 
transportation and of large markets in North America 
1)y means of the St. Lawrence' :Seaway. Thn test
.,:nowed that certain of these oics (;n be benefu'i,tted 

magnetically to produce high-grade iroe 

commercially acceptable to the iron and ,teel indu.t rv 

both in Europe and on this continent. 

Many of the various ores coming to light are low-
grade and complex, such as the niobium ores of On-
tario and Quebec. Divisional engineers, working with 
metallurgists of several companies, have made sub-
stantial progress in the treatrnent of these ores. They 
have shown, in pilot-plant runs. tha i  acceptable grades 
of concentrates can be produced bv continuous flota-
tion. 

In other recent projects, they also carried out 
a pilot-plant investigation of a complex lead-zinc ore 
from the Bathurst area of New Brunswick, the results 
of which enabled the company to build a 150-ton pilot 
mill near Bathurst. They ran beneficiation tests on an 



Lcin
The Branch is corrying
out o comprehensive
survey of Canada's n-
dustrial waters and it
has published report,
on w a t e r quality in
most areas of the coun-
try. A chemist analyses
water from Yukon.

(RIghN

In the field of non-
metollics, electrostotic
methods hold m u c h
promise for the effec-
tive separation of min-
erals f r o m unwonted
material in ores, An
engineer uses the me-
thod in the recovery of
graphite.
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(Letr)
Scienticts determine
the ultrosonic pulse
velocity in concrete
mode f r o m different

types of stone aggre-

gate, which has been

exposed to accelerated

freezing and thawing.

(Right)
Magnetic separation is
being used in the con-
centration of kyanite.



The Jones high-intensity we 
magnetic separator has in-
troduced yet y promising 

possibilities in the concen-
tration cf weakly magnetic 
minerals. This is the only 

installation of its kind on 
this continent. 

The Branch  ha  s developed 
methods of processing Cana-
dian kyanite and alumina 

for use in refractory grogs 

working ot temperatures cf 

up to 3500' F. 

quirements from United States. And it is running 
concentration and calcining tests on magnesite rock 

oin British Columbia as potential refractory ma-
terial. Preliminary tests have proved successful. 

Another project involves a long-range study of 

all types of Canada clays and shales, including the 

detetinination of all physical and chemical properties 

and mineralogical analyses. This information will 

assist brick and tile manufacturers and other pro-

ducers of ceramic products with processing problems 

and aid in the selection of suitable raw materials. 

Industry is constantly seeking refractories for 
use at higher temperatures, under corrosive condi-

tions, and for various special uses. The Division, which 
has complete facilities lor refractories research and de-

velopment, is working (ni  th  r development of highly 

refractory mullite, high alumina stliwr-duty refractor-
ies, castables, mortars and special refractories such as 
cermets. 

Across  C ic1,  the shortage of much-needed suit-
able construction tuatrrials to support the country's 
rapidly expa11( 1 H4 111(1nslii al economy is a matter of 
much concert]. (;) cat (Hi tit 1i vas  experienced, for 
instance, in locating >tt111«.; 01 suitable aggregate for  

concrete for the construction of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way. The Division gave valuable assistance by locating 
and evaluating new sources of aggregate and by de-
veloping methods of upgrading the materials to per-
mit them to naeet required specifications for concrete 
aggregate. It is doing similar work in connection with 
hydro power developments and other projects. 

Canada's rapid industrial growth has directed 
much attention to its industrial watcrs. The chemical 
quality of water is of vital importance both to estab-
lished and to new industry seeking suitable locations 
in which to establish. Since 1948, the Division has 
been carrying out a comprehensive survey of waters 
in Canada and it has published reports on water 
quality in most areas of the country. Moreover, it is 
following up its broad surveys with special surveys to 
show such phenomena as seasonal variations, radio-
activity and properties affecting irrigation. 

Canada's abundant and varied mineral resources 
pose a constant challenge to the mineral-dressing en-
gineer, a challenge which the Division's engineers are 
meeting by continually searching out, in their day-to-
day research and investigational work, new concepts 
in winning  minéral  wealth from ores and new and 
improved techniques in mineral dressing. 



EXTRACTION 

METALLURGY 

IŒ  function of this Division is to encourage the 
efficient use of Canada's mineral resources. This it 

does through its studies and investigations in the field 
of ( '<traction metallurgy. The Division accepts sam-
ples of ores or concentrates from holders of prospects 
or operators of new mining properties, and in coopera-
tirm with company engineers or consultants develops 
(Lita that will assist in establishing efficient treatment 
Jn ocesses adapted to Canadian conditions. Producing 
companies may also take advantage of the Division's 
facilities to improve their operations by arranging for 
investigations to be conducted in the Division under 
the joint guidance of their engineers and the Divi-
sion's staff. In addition to these activities metallurg-
ical problems that appear likely to be of general in-
terest to Canadian industry are studied as opportunity 
affords. 

The Division is organized broadly into three sub-
divisions. One is concerned with the development of 
hydrometallurgical procedures and has been interested 
in particular with the Canadian uranium industry. 
Another is concerned with ferrous and non-ferrous  

pyrometallurgical procedures and includes a section 
that deals with certain corrosion problems which are 
accepted by the Mines Branch. The third sub-division 
is a research group devoted to obtaining basic metal-
lurgical data of special or general interest. 

The Division has been closely connected with the 
Canadian uranium industry during its growth from a 
single mining operation in 1953 to a $320 million in-
dustryin 1959. When  uranium appeared on the min-
eral horizon in the 1940's, the conventional uranium-
ore-treatment methods were suitable only for treating 
high-grade ores. It was soon discovered that Canada's 
uranium ores are generally complex, low-grade and of 
varying nature. It was clear that a new approach was 
needed, including new methods of analysis and con-
trol, in devising treatment processes. 

As the only organization in Canada equipped to 
do such veork, the Mines Branch was required to un-
dertake an extensive program of research in physical 
and chemical methods of extraction. Working closely 
with Eldorado Mining and Refining Limited, with 
consultants and with the engineers of uranium mining 
companies, the Division developed leaching processes, 
first for the ores of the Crown-owned properties and 
later for those of private companies. The diversity of 
Canada's uranium ores required the \+..orking out of 
new modifications of these processes to suit. the ores 
of the various mining areas. 

The milling operations at »lost of C.:anadit's uran-
ium properties are based on hydrometallin gical inves-
tigations, both laboratory and pilot plant, (.:onducted 
in the Division. Moreover, flany ()I the technic..al per-
sonnel at the plants and  ti)011  )1C Of  these mines 
received their liist introduction to uranium metal-
lurgy in the Division's laboritutries. 

(ltfe) 

Autoclaves, open ves-

sels, and pachucas are 

used in studies to deter-
mine the optimum 
leaching conditions for 

Ores, concentrates, and 

metallurgical products 
in acidic and basic 

solutions. 

(Right- 1 
Roosting in fluid beds 
is rapidly gaining ac-
ceptonce in the metal-
lurgicol industry in 
operations where close 
controt of temperature 
and gos composition 
are desirable. 



Con y ipuing iiaison wnh the uranium industry is 
provided through the Ca tiadian a»iuni Producers 
Metallurgical Committee which  i  ..iijuscd of repre-
sentatives of the mining industry, Eldorado Mining.  
and Refining Limited, and the Division. This com-
mittee pools and correlates technical information deal-
ing-  with the nietallurgy of uranium and the related 
elements and helps to guide the research programs 
that are undertaken in the Division's laboratories. 

The Division investigates and develops smelting 
techniques. This is donc both on a small scale and in 
a continuous 250-KVA electric arc furnace installed in 
1953 to explore applications of electric power in 
metallurgy. Furnace campaigns, using some 700 tons 
of ore, have shown that high-grade titanium slags can 
be made frorn Canadian ilmenites and that, by using 
a novel technique, commercial grade ferromanganese 
can be produced from the low-grade manganese ores 
that occur near Woodstock, New Brunswick. Mangan-
ese is essential in the manufacture of steel and owing 
to the lack of high-grade manganese deposits on this 
continent there is much interest in Canada's large low-
grade deposits. In addition, it has been shown that 
marketable silicomanganese, spiegeleisen and ferro-
nickel can be made from certain Canadian deposits. 

Because of Canada's important position and 
potentialities as a orodu«-r of iron ores, extensive 
work on ore pretreatment is undertaken, such as cal-
cining, pdletizing, sintering, and magnetizing roast-
ing. Studies of various direct reduction methods have 
been ntade to assess their application in Canada, par-
ticularly with regard to the needs of the specialty 
steel industry and of the steel plants in western Can-
ada. Studies of this type may lead to the marketing of 
1(.».ous products in more valuable fOrrn and the build- 

(Lrft) 

Ingineers Carry Old a 

aboratory-scale inves-
igation of a lead-silver 
le  i n  the 60 KVA elec-
ric arc furnace. When 
rorranted, follow - up 
iilot - plant investigo-
ions are made on the 
!SO KVA electric arc 
urnace. 

log is topped from the 
.50 KVA electric orc 
urnace during a pilaf -
"ant investigation of 
■ ri iron ore from north-

restern Ontario. 

by 

George Hunter) 

A postdoctorate re-
search fellow studies 
the conditions for the 
decomposition of iron 
and aluminum sul-
phates with the object 

of bringing about their 
separation from mix-

tures of the two. 

Itight! 

A scientist studies the 
electrochemical a n d 
thermodynamic  pro-
pertes  of titanium 
chlorides in molten so-
dium and potassium 
chlorides. 



ing of plants using indigenous non-coking coal as the 
principal reductant. 

The Division investigates the corrosion and pro-
lion of the various metals and works with industry 

other government departments toward reducing 
annual waste of metal that takes place owing to 

-,pe of deterioration. During the five-year period 
made about 130 investigations dealing with 

,H and its prevention on chemical and metal- 
process equipment, steel pilings, steam tur- 

Hrframes and aero-engines, motor vehicles, 
and many other items. 

The Frantz isodynamie 
magnetic separator is a 
powerful and sensitive 
laboratory unit which 
makes delicate separa-
lions of many minerals 
not usually thought of 
as magnetic. 

(Below, 
The Branch carries out 
process development 
research for the re-
covery of metal values 
from ores and solutions 
by chemical methods 
on bath  laboratory  and  
pilot-plant scales. 

The research activities of the Division may be 
broadly divided into short-term and long-term pro-
jects. Among the former is a study of the operating 
characteristics of hydrocyclones which are increasing 
in popularity for classification and dewatering oper-
ations in the processing of ores minerals. In this 
study the influence of such variables as pressure, pulp 
density and the characteristics of the pulp are being 
examined. Another project is the study of the recovery 
of niobium from Canadian niobium concentrates. Ni-
obium metal has properties of interest both in metal-
lurgy and in nuclear reactor technology, but it ap-
pears that any major expansion in its use on this con-
tinent will have to be based on the utilization of Can-
adian niobium deposits. Since these are low-grade and 
yield comparatively low-grade concentrates, it is es-
sential that efficient recovery processes be worked out 
if niobium is to be made available at a reasonable 
price. The chemistry of uranium leaching by sulphu-
ric: acid solutions is also under study, with particular 
reference to the role played by oxidizing agents in the 
dissolution of tetravalent uranium minerals. 

Two short-term projects in reference to ferrous 
metallurgy are under way. One is an attempt to eluci-
date the mechanism by which lime reduces the trans-
fer of sulphur from sulphur-bearing coals to iron in 
direct iron processes conducted in kilns. This is of im-
portance if Canadian high-sulphur coals are to be used 
in direct reduction processes. A second project is a 
study of dephosphorization of iron in the oxygen con-
verter process. This gives trouble at times in steel 
plants and an attempt is being made to reproduce in 
the laboratory the conditions existing in a top-blown 
converter. Radioactive phosphorous is being used in 



A pilot-plant, on e-half ton 
per day capacity, is arranged 
for treating uranium ore. 

the work. A basic study of the kinetics of the reduc-
tion of iron oxide at high temperatures is also under 
way. 

Among the long-term investigations is a project 
dealing with fused salt systems.  This  has become a 
very active field, as the possibility of recovering such 
refractory metals as titanium, zirconium and niobium 
by fused salt electrolysis is being realized. There are 
also possibilities in the nuclear reactor field where 

the technique might be used to separate uranium 
from its fission products. The program is designed to 

elucidate the basic chemistry of fused salt electrolysis 
so that its possibilities might be to some extent pre-
dictable and its potentialities thoroughly developed. 

The task of the metallurgical industry is to utilize 
the mineral resources of the country to satisfy the 
needs of modern tech .;) , ./y. Technology is evolving 
today at a pace never before equalled and only by 
using all the resources of science can metallurgy hope 
to meet the dernands made on it. 

A two.coluni n ion exchange unit z.ercii  in conjunction with the recovery of uranium f rom  aiutiori -; produced in a leach pilot 
plant  Ion exchongo bar. proved a vaiuebre process in the !Teel,  
ment of uranium ereYe 



®

Fine-scole imperfections in metals exert marked influences on their mechani-
cal behaviour. The electron microscope permits the study of metals at
magnifications of up to one million times. It thus enables the correlation
of the imperfections with the previous history of the metal and with its
mechanical properties.

I
In its work on the development of piezo-electric ceramics,
the Branch developed a superior composition which was
found to be especially useful in high-power applications

A:3NIN

and which is now in commercial production.

M
(explosive gas) locations in mines is tested in

n

, 1

A scientist studies the corrosion resistance of
niobium in an alkaline solution. Its corrosion
resistance to acids is fairly well known.

Electrical equipment operated in hazardous

the Branch's electrical certification laboratory.

furnace is used to develop
applications of electric smeit•

encouraging Canadianindus•

ada rather than shipping

Mines Branch research
AA

looks to Canada's needs
of tomorrow...

present in mixtures.

Scientists make use of radioactive isotopes in their work

wr--,The 250 KVA electric arc

ing to Canadian ores with
the long-range objective of

try to establish facilities for
treating concentrates in Can-

them abroad for treatment.

X•ray diffraction equipment, showing powder cameras and operator mount-
ing sample on diffractometer, is used for measuring quantities of minerais

in analytical chemistry.



MINERAL 

SCIENCES 

'T HE Mineral Sciences Division applies the sciences 
nemistry and physics to fundamental and long- 
oblems arising in the field of mineral technol- 

related aspects of metallurgy. It deals with 
!octal products, inorganic crystalline 
()active suW(:,1,,ces in modernly eqip- 
Its work 	from simple routine 
cliff 	!t ,-,,•:trch problems requir- 

dyi 	methods and equip- 

The dr ,,. box' permits work on highly 
eeocU\,,  materials in controlled at-

heres, such as nitrogen, argon 
,;•Irripletely dry air. 

di! ections: analytical 
A 1;Hiotracer work 
hm ,  :ion is to assist 

ional work on 
,•!arnic products 

also assists in- 
Iwcialized 

11.ly•: tonne(' by 

Its scientists have 1- ider way, for instance, an 
ever-widening progra- 	t research in applied analy- 
tical chemistry to f. 	.iew and improved methods of 
analysis to meet the .nore exacting demands of re-
search and industry, mineralogical studies of ores in 
which the emphasis is on the more complex and low-
grade ores; ariel research on the use of radioactive iso-
topes for the solution of industrial and research prob-
lems in close cooperation with plant operators and 
with research workers. 

The analytical laboratories have modern instru-
ments for spectrography, X-ray spectrometry, spectro-
photometry, electrochemistry and radiochemistry. 
The emission and X-ray spectrographic laboratories 
work in conjunction with the chemical laboratory 
and, in many cases, afford the only satisfactory means 
of determining some elements, especially when pre-
sent in extremely small quantities. The spectrograph 
is a very useful instrument when dealing with sainples 
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(Left) 
A Leco furnace is used for the rapid 
determination of sulphur and carbon 
in metals and alloys. 

(Centre) 

Many elements in ores, minerals, al- 

loys and mineral products may be 
determined in trace quantities by 

means of the emission spectrograph, 

(Right) 
Photomicrographs of mineral sections 
are token with the Vickers microscope 
at magnifications up to 1000 times. 

A high - temperature tubc 
furnace is employed in thc 
controlled atmosphere sin-
tering of refractory materi-
als. Temperature measuring 
and control equipment are 
also shown, 

of unknown composition, since a quickly made spec-
trographic analysis will reveal the approximate com-
position of the sample and thus save the chemist much 
preliminary work, which otherwise wrould be neces-
isary before .  he could proceed with the chemical analy-
sis. 

Because of the importance of rapid and accurate 
analysis to metallurgical investigations, the Division 
gives high priority to the development of new and im-
proved methods of analysis. In this field, it is con-
stantly bringing instrumental methods into use to re-
place older  and  slower techniques. It has, for instance, 
found that a combination of polarographic methods 
with controlled electrodepositibn greatly simplifies 
the determination of impurities in certain alloys. Such 
determinations were formerly time-consuming and 
frequently inaccurate. 

Divisàmal scientists are also making increasing 
use of radioactive tracer techniques, when applicable, 
in the search for new analytical techniques. Recently, 
fOr example, they applied radioactive isotopes to the 
problem of analyzhig-  platinum metals in the face of 
industry's dissatisfaction with existing methods of 
analysis. The investigation is still under way but the 
use of this technique has already thrown light on sonie 
of the difficulties. -  

Mineralogy is of twofold assistance in dealing 
with mineral-dressing problems. The initial mineral-
ogical study involves the identification of the minerals 
present, the determination of their composition, a 
study of their textures and intergrowths, and possibly 
a mineralogiad analysis, that is, the determination of 
the percentage of each mineral present. The second 



Quantitat , ve X-ray diffraction studies ore done on a 
high - anste goniometer and recording equipment. 

phase is concerned with the study of beneficiation pro-
dricts to solve problems that arise during the course 
of the work, and to serve as a continuing guide as 
beneficiation progresses. The initial study is of con-
siderable importance as it may well determine the 
general beneficiation program. Another important 
reason for a mineralogical examination is that unsus-
pected valuable constituents may come to light for 
which an analysis has not been made or requested. 
Mineralogical studies of this kind within the Division 
are directed toward the more unusual problems rather 
than to those of a routine nature. 

One of the Division's recent studies of material 
from Canadian deposits involved a titanium ore which 
Branch engineers found difficult to concentrate. Min-
eralogical tests traced the trouble to a particular type 
of titanium-iron spinel. The composition of the spinel 
makes mechanical beneficiation impossible so other 

ri 	'( 	, • ry now have to be found. 

Another study revealed a niobium mineral, not 
hitherto described, in a Quebec ore deposit. The min-
eral was given the name-  `niocalite'. Its discovery ex-
plains sonie of the problems which have been encoun-
tered in concentraiing this ore. These studies.  also re-
vealed that the ores of niobium are exceedingly com-
plex. 

The Division's Physics and Radiotracer Section 
lias  three major functions. It makes determinations 
and assays of natural or artificial radioactive elements 
in ores and other substances. It works on the develop-
ment of new methods and equipment for this purpose, 
and the design of electronic units and circuits for this 
and other research applications. It also does research 
on the application  and  development of methods for 
the use of radioactive tracers in industrial and labor-
atory problems, principally in the field of extractive 
and physical met-allurgy. 

Divisional scientists, for instance, are using trac-
ers to study the movement of metal and slag in electric 
furnace operations and the adsorption of Various ele-
ments on mineral particles to explore possible 
methods of large-scale tracing of mineral particles in 
ore-concentration processes. One of their recent de-
velopments is a vis-cometer with a radioactive timing 
device for measuring the viscosity of mineral slurries 
and molten metals. 

Fundamental physical chemistry studies are prov-
ing increasingly valuable to industry in the solution 
of long-term process problems. The Division is  stress-
mg  the phase equilibrium and constitutional ap-
proach and the sintering of refractory oxides. Its 
studies range from investigations of metallurgical 
slags to the elucidation of the important iron-titan-
ium-oxygen system. Much of the basic work on the 
chemistry and sintering of uranium dioxide for use as 
a fuel element in atomic power reactors was done by 
this group. A recent project concerned quality control 
in the manufacture of refractory brick. The Division's 
studies of reactions occurring during the manufacture 
of the brick showed that such phenomena as slump-
ing, marking, and sticking were due to a type of spinet 
compound, formed under certain conditions, which 
adversely affected the properties of the product. 

From simple analysis to the complex investiga-
tion of constitution, such studies of ores, minerals, 
and their products pave the way to ensuring the econ-
omic utilization and sound conservation of Canada's 
wealth of mineral resources. 

(LeW 

A g amma ray spectro-

meter is used to identi-

' ty ra dioactive isotopes 

in ores and also in 'fall-

out products such as 

airborne dusts and 

vegetation. 

ie. s hr) 
An olpha ray spectra- 
meter provides a means 
of identifying radioac- 

tive elements in a ura- 
nium leaching system. 



The Mines Branch is studying the ground and rock mechanics 
pro bjem „f mining at depth in Canada. An engineer tests 

rock from a coal mine in Nova Scotia for crei, p. 

FUELS AND 

MINING PRACTICE 

The Branch is carrying out an hydrogenation program on its 

high-pressure pilot plant, which operates at pressures up ta 

20,000 psi, to develoo techniques for the economic refining of 

the low-grade oils and bitumen of western Canada, 

ANADA is rich in mineral fuel resources, but 

their geographic location with respect to markets, 
their quality, or the difficulties involved in their 

extraction complicate the problems of their exploita-
tion. The important role which these resources play 
as a source of power on which the intricate fabric of 
modern civilization depends demands that they be 
studied in considerable detail from the point of view 
of their utilization and conservation. 

Within the framework of these broad objectives 
the Fuels and Mining Practice Division studies the 
properties of Canadian fossil fuels, and the produc-
tion, beneficiation, and utilization of these fuels and 
their derivatives. The Division also carries out research 
and investigations into mining problems, including 
underground stresses. 

Its work on fuel, is threefold. 

It takes inventory of Canada's reserves of these 
fuels and catalogues them according to their quality 
and suitability for conventional use. 

It seeks, by engineering and scientific means, to 
promote the more efficient and economic production 
and utilization of mineral fuel products. These com-
prise coal, peat, oil shale, natural gas, oil and bitu-
minous substances including oil sands, and derivatives 
of these minerals. 

It carries out long-term research on lower grade 
or less accessible fuel resources to arrive at more 
advanced technological methods of exploitation, bene-
ficiation, or refining. Its research in this field is de-
signed to promote the economic and orderly develop-
ment of these low-grade fuel resources in times of 
peace and to provide a sound technical basis for rapid 
expansion with a minimum of waste in times of emer-
gency. 
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to make design modifications
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the Maritimes.
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The Branch is making a careful 
study of the fundamental che-
mistry of the desulphurizotion 
of petroleum. A scientist studies 
the kinetics of the desulphuri-
lotion of thiophene. A scientist investigates the 

thermal decomposition of paraf-
fins in the presence of gamma 
radiation. 

evaluation and efficient use of Canadian coals in 
heating and thermal-power installations. 

Research on fuels inevitably leads to investiga-
tion of the combustion phenomena in their various 
forms. In relation to mechanical engineering, particu-

lar emphasis is placed on the development, by labora-
tory and full-scale tests, of techniques and apparatus 

for the more efficient combustion of Canadian fuels. 
One major project, conducted cooperatively with in-
dustry, is concerned With improving the combustion 
of stoker-fired furnaces of low ash fusion coals mined 

in Nova Scotia. In the Explosives Section, the labora-
tory, formerly a unit of the Department's Explosives 
Division, is nove under the direction of the Fuels and 
Mining Practice Division. 

Research on petroleum forms an important part 
of the Division' , 	loll. 1E is especially interested in 
improving ific 	 in making mark<lable pro- 
ducts of the low-gradf.  amis  and bitunp..n of high-
sulphur content, which occur in Mich largc: quantities 
in western Canada. The upgrading al Wusu immense 
reserves of oil would be a major contribution to the 
conservation of Canada's oil supplies, and of great 
strategic value in the event of any interruption in the 
flow of oil from III(' Nliddle East which possesses 

The recording spectrometer is used for studying the chemical 
structures of coals, tors, and oils. 



almost three-quarters of the world's known oil re-
serves. 

The Division worked out a cold water process 
the economic recovery of bitumen from the bitu-

minous sands of Alberta. The separated bitumen is 
not, however, a marketable product, and the Division 
is carrying out a long-term hydrogenation program on 
the desulphuriration of the bitumen and of high sul-
phur crude oils and the production of marketable 
products. 

In this connection, its engineers in 1955 com-
pleted the construction of a high-pressure pilot plant 
which will operate at pressures up to 20,000 pounds 
per square inch. They have shown that high-quality 
diesel oil can be produced at 10,000 pounds per 
square inch. Part of the program is directed to the 
development of suitable catalysts. 

In the field of catalytic chemistry, the Division 
is taking a new avenue of approach in devising means 
of improving refining procedures which, in turn, 
hinge upon improving the catalysis of the various 
chemical processes involved. Using a cobalt bomb, 
it is studying the effect of intense gamma radiation 
upon solid catalysts and upon the decomposition of 
hydrocarbons. 

Another project concerns the distillation of wes-
tern Canada's heavy-low-grade oils from the viewpoint 
both of the importance of this operation in the refin-
ing of these oils and of its immediate importance to 
the asphalt industry. 

The Division took a real step forward in its 
petroleum research with its recent development of a 
technique whereby it can speedily and systematically 
characterize and classify oils and bituminous sub-
stances. This will effect a great saving of time and 
effort in the study of naturally occurring hydrocarbons 

and in the characterization of hydrocarbon fuels. 

In the field of mining practice, divisional en-
gineers and physicists are carrying out a long-range 
integrated program of study of the various problems 

()I M‘ 7.strn 	undel ground  worlzings to arrive 
utplyrstandin? ()I t?..tound sues; relief and 

thus ( outri)iny t,v..ard the ()million! recw.'m 01 Cana. 
(hall muieral resources.  \l 11'  ol Cenintrv%, nimi  

if(J11) 	()MCI 	 11111IUS 

: 1 11.ea(Pv rea( hid (oni t l enble depilp,.  1  hi,,  

togetipT with the trend towards the mini • g u f 

grade, kipge•unmage (,rehodies makes the solving of 
minii-cu nn 01 })I ()I(' 	prusc. , ffi.. (lay wYessity, 

	

as  th(.:  complex uature 	Ile problems and 
the chili( ult. v  of making 	 il- id(' vations make 
such investi(.;atiotr; essentially long term. In this work 
di  \ i,pinal ynginuy)-, ary 	)operating 	geologists 
from the Geological Sin vey 	(..anada. 

Through its electrical certification laboratory, the 
Division provides Canadian electrical manufacturers 
with facilities for the testing and/or certification of 
electrical equipment for use in mines, particularly coal 

mines, and in hazardous locations. 

The importance of the efficient utilization of 
Canada's mineral resources, particularly those of low-
grade origin cannot be over-emphasized. Through its 
research on fossil fuels and its on mining practice, 
the Division is lookiru, tr) thy ym,pepity of future 

generations of CanadialH. 

A chemical engineer studies some of 
the dynamic properties of fluidized 
beds of catalysts to predict the be.. 
haviour of these beds under high 
pressure. 



PF-1YSICAL 

METALLURGY 

ODERN progress is continually opening up new 

spheres to developnient and, in so doing, broaden-

Mg the scope of possible applications to \vhich metals 

and their alloys can be put. 

Canada has large quantities of metals such as 

cobalt, copper, lithium, iron, magnesium, niobium, 

nick(1, !cad, titanium, uranium, and zinc, which are 

esscnti;d For defence equipment, atomic energy pur-
poses, and For special alloys for high temperature 

service in jet engines, in missiles and in materials for 

In the vacuum degassing of steel, much work hos to be done 
to determine the effects of vacuum casting on the properties 
of forged and cost steels. Branch engineers have carried out 
experimental work on vacuum clegassed 250-pound steer cast-
ings and on 500-pound carbon allay steel ingots in the Branch's 
500-pound vacuum steel degassing unit. 

An aluminum billet is charged into the extrusion press where 

it will be subjected to 900 tons pressure to form a sheath 

tube for a prototype uranium fuel element. 

use in space and in Arctic regions. However, research, 
applied and fundamental, is needed to fashion them 
and their alloys to meet the advances of modern pro-
gress and the needs of modern defence. 

The work of the Division covers practically all 
phases of physical metallurgy. Its laboratories are 
equipped for operations ranging all the way from 
casting and metal forming to the precise determina-
tion of atomic positions in alloys, and it has excellent 
facilities for applied research on an industrial or 
semi-industrial scale, including complete foundry, 
heat treatment, metal working and welding equip-
ment. 

It directs its research, applied and fundamental, 
to the fields of metal fabrication, alloying, refining 
and testing and, through technical investigation, it 
assists the Canadian mining and metals industry, the 
Defence services and other government departments 
in the solution of problems pertaining to the fabrica-
tion and uses of metals and their products. 



A refractory alloy is subjected to tensile testing at an eie-ored 
temperature, 

The Branch is making an intensive study of the mechanism of 
the fatigue failure of metals .  A test piece is mounted i 
micro-torsion fatigue machine to determine the relation be-
tween internal micro-stresses and the progress of plastic 
deformation .  

Branch research on the melting, alloying, and fabrication of 

refractory metals, such as titanium, includes the study of the 

consumable-electrode vacuum arc-melting process os applied 

to high- temperature alloys and special purpose steels .  

The Division makes full use of modern instru-
mentation and techniques, including such scientific 
tools as the electron microscope and such modern 
techniques as the floating zone method of refining 
me tais.  

Much of the Division's investigative work stems 
from service failures. These are mainly caused by 
fatigue and are a constant source of concern to in-
dustry. In one of its many projects directed to com-
bating fatigue, the Division is using X-ray diffraction, 
ultrasonic, magnetic and microscopic methods to study 
the changes that take place in metals and alloys undcr 
cyclic loading to learn more about their nature 
causes. A better understanding of these changes wont ,  
pave the way for the design of materials more resis-
tant to fatigue. 

Such investigative work recently led to the Divi-
sion's development of a new process, spiral roiinlg, 

for manufacturing mining drill rods, which has re-
sulted in greatly inc easing the strength and extend-
ing the service life of these rods. In another recent 
project, the Division designed and constructed a 
crack depth indicator to detect and measure cracks. 
It is now working to perfect the indicator for field 
applications and to provide adequate calibration 
charts for the various types of cracks encountered in 
service. 

The study of steets, their development, and vari-
ous applications form a major field of endeavour. 
This work ran2,e!,: from the development of promising 
ferritic alloy steels from Canadian materials for rotor 
forgings in future commercial thermal and nuclear 
power plant installations to the development of eco-
nomically priced steels suitable for construction pur-
poses in Canada's far northern regions. One such pro-
ject concerns the development oi steel of good notch 
ductility at low temperatures. 

A study which has been completed on the rate of 
wear of snow plow shoe materials has received wide 
acceptance and work is now being carried out on 

grader blade materials for the Ontario Department 
of Highways and ploughshare points for the Cana-
dian Federation of Agriculture. Laboratory tests are 

carried out as a preliminary to extensive field testing. 

ng to en-
lures by 

wi tt r; t 1.1!(t 	ess has led the 
! 	}“' vacuum degassing 

s aliti piior to pouring into 
The solution of gases during 

process and its subsequent evolution 



during so idilicati3.331 have long been major problems 
in larc 	 and large section castings. Vacuum 
degassilig 	the hydiogen which not only makes 
steel bi 	,(' Out is particula 3 . iy harmful to steels which 
have to 1.\ - iiiia.and high stress. The Division is also 
studying s 1 ag-3 iietal reaction in a ladle or sleel in the 
vac.uum 	 l"- . rorn these stu(li ,7 ,3 it hopes to pro- 
vide Canadiow 	 with  info 	n on 1) some 
of the ejlects 	3. 	uum casting, ai;id .2) 	i)rperties 
of low  as co33,.3•Iii. steels and slag-metal reactions. 

It has developcd a practical method of reducing 
the sulphur content of acid electric steel by adding 
an aluminum-magnesium alloy. The high sulphur 
content of :t: 1 made it difficult to produce 
crack-free ca3,3.3 .3.33 ,-; and had a harmful effect on the 
Koval of castings in  ub-zero weather. 

The Division's research in the field of non-ferrous 
metals and alloys includes studies of liquid properties 
of various alloy systems and various solidification 
phenomena as well as the use of different physico-
chemical treatments, such as degassing and grain re-
fining, to improve the melt quality. 

It has under way two research projects designed 
to enhance, through technological advances, the sales 
of Canadian zinc in world markets. Working in close 
cooperation w, ith the Canadian Zinc Research and 
Development Committee, a body composed of the 
main H int:31'. :3nd secondary zinc producers and users 
in Canada, it is investigating zinc alloy systems in an 
attempt to produce stronger alloys with improved 
corrosion resistance, low temperature properties and 
creep behaviour. It is also studying the use of various 
grades and alloys of zinc in galvanizing baths to learn 
more about the fundamentals of the galvanizing pro-
cess, and to increase the uniformity, thickness and 
adherence of galvanized coatings. 

In its research on new alloys, aimed primarily at 
the attainment of the highest possible strength-to-
weight ratio, it is working extensively with aluminum 
and magnesium, and supplementing its investigations 
of foundry characteristics and mechanical properties 
of the alloys with thermal analysis, hot stage micro-
scopy, and age-hardening studies. 

Current developments in missiles, ultra high speed 
air vehicles, and atomic energy power plants empha-
size the need for highly specialized alloys, possessing 
premium properties of high strength-to-weight ratio, 
high strength at elevated temperatures, and corrosion 
resistance. All of which makes it necessary to be able 
to design alln,-; -with predetermined properties. To 

A scientist isolates car-
bide particles in a chro-
mium - molybdenum 
vanadium steel. 

Centre, 
A melt of high-strength 
steel is poured from the 
500- po u n d direct-ore 
electric melting fur-

nace. 

Microscopic examina-
tion of metals is made 
al  elevated tempera-

tures to determine the 
onset of a phase 

change. 
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do this an 'aé-CnTdie—knenVridge  of the role of struCk‹ 
 ture, micro-constituents, variation in chemical com- i 

position and heat treatment in determining  the .  
mechanical properties of alloys is necessary. To this 
end, the Division is studying the titanium-base, nickel-
base,  and iron-base ternary systems. The knowledge-
gained from such studies should facilitate the design 
of high-temperature and refractory-metal alloys tci; 
meet the highly specialized demands created by toj 
day's rapidly expanding technology440.4nene 

ee:,,,,--•-..:,-,.--k::.:: Wet 

In nuclear metallurgy, the Division is primarily 
Ëoncerned with the development and assessment oe 
metallic materials for nuclear reactor application, iri4 
eluding uranium metal and alloys for fuel eleme 
and aluminum and zirconium alloys for fuel she'  ',,ee >'' 

ng and pressure tubes. This work is important in 
 1 evelopment of economical power reactors 
 e ian design. 

, Industry is today seeking the answers to matit 
fl u es t i ons on the structure and physical properties of 
metals and alloys. In this field, the Division is study-
ing, for instance, the atomic structure of the boun- 
daries between the very small grains that make* qi,-- . 

I metals, and the manner in which these boundaries 
influence mechanical properties. To do this, it is using 

etals which it has produced in the laboratory by 

lineans of_ncently tleyelo•ed w4 ..,  ,molyinzteh.- 
iqueseataktmemet ›esgi $mereete, ,, 

It  is stitdying  the  effèCt of SinaIl anabunts of It> . 
purities on the physical and chemical properties  of  

etals. It is producing, in its laboratories, ultra high.-  . 
purity metals by means of the latest development ins.. 
kefining methods, the floating zone melting technique,', 
‘so that it may compare the properties of these super 
purity materia4,,y4h- those .. ge, s-CQX)1gegi4.,gradè,-, 
metals. 

is making wide use of the electron microscope- -  
'study imperfections in metal lattices and the role 

these play in controlling the mechanical properties 
Of solids. Likewise, it is using the latest techniques irt 
X.-ray diffraction to study  the forces  holding togethers-2, 
the atoms of metals and alloys ee- arrive at a better:, 
understamling  of  : their.- .,uUnateerength. . 

','- - MuchsremainsAai be learnèd'about the lent= . 	. 
properties of metals. A fundamental undersiatitang.  

these subjects is essential to  permit the  design of 
 Inaterials with optimum properties to Meet  the  

gent demands of modern applications, such as the' 
need for lightweight metal coatings that will remaio 
;tough and flexible in frigid outer space, semi-con uc-
ors that will regulate the flow of electricity, in  the  

')1 igh-tem per a tu re and high-frequency ranges, arid -
illoys that will reflect neutrons in nuclear engines;, 

uch understanding cae be won..orays.from funda. 
raental research. 
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